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The process of strong artificial selection during a domestication
event is modeled, and its effect on the pattern of DNA polymor-
phism is investigated. The model also considers population bot-
tleneck during domestication. Artificial selection during domesti-
cation is different from a regular selective sweep because artificial
selection acts on alleles that may have been neutral variants before
domestication. Therefore, the fixation of such a beneficial allele
does not always wipe out DNA variation in the surrounding region.
The amount by which variation is reduced largely depends on the
initial frequency of the beneficial allele, p. As a consequence, p has
a strong effect on the likelihood of detecting the signature of
selection during domestication from patterns of polymorphism.
These theoretical results are discussed in light of data collected
from maize. Although the main focus of this article is on domes-
tication, this model can also be generalized to describe selective
sweeps from standing genetic variation.

population genetics � theory � coalescent � domestication selection

Artificial selection is believed to be the main evolutionary
force acting on domesticated species since their origin

5,000–10,000 years ago. During domestication, humans exer-
cised extremely strong selective pressure on ancestral gene pools
to achieve desired phenotypic characteristics. These beneficial
phenotypes were therefore fixed in the founder population of
domesticated species in a short (probably very short) time. These
fixation events differ from the fixation of an advantageous
mutant in a natural population, in that artificial selection in a
domestication event acts on an allele that was likely a neutral or
nearly neutral variant before domestication. In other words,
domestication causes some neutral polymorphisms in the ances-
tral population of the wild progenitor species to suddenly
become very advantageous in the small founder population, the
progenitor of the domesticated species. Therefore, the initial
frequency of a beneficial allele (p) before domestication is not
necessarily low. In contrast, the initial frequency of an advan-
tageous mutant in a regular selective sweep model is 1�(2N) (1),
where N is the diploid population size. Hence, models developed
to describe selective sweeps in natural populations may not be
appropriate for cases in which alleles are fixed from standing
genetic variation, such as has been described for an amino acid
variant at the CAULIFLOWER gene in Brassica (2).

In this article, a model for this process of strong artificial
selection during a domestication event is developed. In addition
to artificial selection, the model incorporates a population size
bottleneck during domestication so that the level of polymor-
phism in the cultivated species is expected to be lower than that
in its wild progenitor species (3, 4). In cultivated crops, poly-
morphism is typically reduced by 60–80% (5). Under this model,
the patterns of DNA polymorphism both with and without
selection are studied to understand the genetic consequences of
domestication at the DNA level.

Recently, DNA polymorphism [i.e., single nucleotide poly-
morphism (SNP)] surveys at the genome level are becoming
common, with rapid advances in sequencing and SNP-typing
technologies. Domesticated species (e.g., rice and maize) are the

main targets for genome-wide SNP surveys because of their
agricultural importance. One of the purposes of such projects is
to find ‘‘domestication genes,’’ that is, genes that were subject to
artificial selection during domestication. Identifying such genes
will be informative for future crop improvement. This article
addresses the following questions: How can domestication genes
be found from patterns of polymorphism? Under what condi-
tions are they found?

Model and Simulation
We consider the demographic model illustrated in Fig. 1, in
which the population experiences drastic population size changes
twice. This model approximates the demography of cultivated
species (3). More specifically, the system starts (forward in time)
as a random mating diploid population with size N2, the ancestral
population of the wild progenitor species from which the do-
mesticated species originated. Domestication begins at time td in
the small founder population of the cultivated species, which is
a subset of the members in the wild progenitor. Domestication
is assumed to have occurred in this constant-size population with
size N1. Usually, N1 will be much smaller than N2. When
domestication is complete at time te, it is assumed that the
population size changes to N0. N0 will usually be much larger
than N1, representing the rapid spread (population expansion) of
the domesticated species. Let T0 and T1 be the lengths of time
when the population sizes are N0 and N1, respectively (Fig. 1).

Artificial selection during domestication is modeled as follows.
Consider a biallelic polymorphic site at time td in the ancestral
population (Fig. 1). It is assumed that artificial selection now favors
one of the two alleles (B represents the beneficial allele and b
represents the other). Let p be the frequency of B at td. Artificial
selection ends in � (�T1) generations when the beneficial allele
becomes fixed in the population. Under selective pressure, the
relative fitness of a b�b homozygote, a B�b heterozygote, and a B�B
homozygote are 1, 1 � 2sh, and 1 � 2s, respectively.

To model this process, we used coalescent process of sampled
sequences (6–8). The sequence contains the site under selection
during the domestication event so that the genealogical history
of the site involves the coalescent with two allelic classes. Hudson
and Kaplan (9) first described the idea of genealogy conditional
on two allelic classes, where genealogical history is considered
separately for each allelic class, given the frequencies of the two
alleles. Therefore, simulating the genealogy with two allelic
classes requires the history of their frequencies. In our domes-
tication model, the history of the beneficial allele has two phases:
neutral phase in the ancestral population and selective phase
during domestication. For the neutral phase, the genealogy at the
focal site is highly variable due to random genetic drift (10–13).
To describe the selective phase, most models used deterministic
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approximation of the trajectory of allele frequency, which
assumes strong selection (1, 14–16). In this study, however, we
incorporate the effect of random genetic drift (17, 18). Our
model is f lexible and may be more realistic because domestica-
tion might have occurred in small populations in which deter-
ministic approximations may not be accurate.

A coalescent simulation under our domestication model can
be conducted with the following procedure:

1. Determine XS, the trajectory of the frequency of the bene-
ficial allele (x) in the selective phase moving forward in time.
The forward simulation starts with x � p at td. For each
generation, x is simulated according to a binomial distribu-
tion where the mean of x in the next generation follows the
standard deterministic solution. The trajectory of x is re-
corded until it hits 1. Let � be the time from td to this fixation
event. If the allele is lost (x � 0), the process starts again from
the beginning (i.e., x � p at td).

2. Determine XN, the trajectory of the frequency of allele B in
the neutral phase backward in time. This backward simula-
tion is valid due to the reversibility of the diffusion process
in a constant-size population (19–22). The system starts with
x � p at td. For each generation, x is simulated according to
a binomial distribution. Because B is neutral, the mean of the
binomial distribution for the previous generation is the same
as x in the current generation. The trajectory of x is recorded
until it hits 1 or 0. This time is denoted by ta. If x � 0 at ta,
B is the derived allele. If x � 1 at ta, B is the ancestral allele.

3. Simulate a neutral ancestral recombination graph backward
in time from t � 0 to tf (23). The coalescent time scale is
measured in units of 2N0 generations. The rates of coales-
cence and recombination are given by k(k � 1)�(2N�N0) and
kR0�2, respectively, where k is the number of edges on the
graph (number of ancestral sequences), N (� N0 or N1) is
the population size at the time of the event, and R0 � 4N0�

is the scaled recombination rate for the sequence (� is the
recombination rate per generation).

4. Simulate an ancestral recombination graph backward in time
from tf to ta conditional on XS and XA, by using the algorithm
of coalescent-with-recombination from Kim and Stephan
(15). The four events in this phase (coalescence between B
edges, coalescence between b edges, recombination in a B
edge, and recombination in a b edge) occur with probabilities
given by equations 2a–2d in Kim and Stephan (15), except
that the probabilities of coalescence are adjusted by N, the
population size at the time of event. See ref. 15 for details of
this procedure.

5. Simulate a neutral ancestral recombination graph backward
in time from ta. The construction of the ancestral recombi-
nation graph stops at t � tlimit. A considerably large tlimit is
chosen such that marginal trees at most nucleotide sites find
the most recent common ancestor before tlimit.

6. Place neutral mutations on the ancestral recombination
graph. The mutation rate per sequence per generation is
assumed to be �; �0 � 4N0� is the mutation parameter scaled
by the coalescent time scale.

By using this procedure, patterns of DNA polymorphism after
domestication are investigated. The effects of population bot-
tleneck and selection are evaluated by measuring the reduction
in the observed amount of polymorphism in simulated polymor-
phism data, by using three measures of the amount of polymor-
phism, �̂S, �̂�, and �̂H. Specifically, �̂S � S�(�i�1

n�11�i) where S is
the observed number of segregating sites (24), �̂� is the average
number of pairwise nucleotide differences per site (8), and �̂H is
the homozygosity of the derived allele per site (25, 26). Note that
the calculation of �̂H requires the ancestral state of each segre-
gating site, which we assume to be known. The expectations of
these three measures of polymorphism are � � 4N� in a
constant-size diploid population with population size N, but it
does not hold in our bottleneck models (see below).

Results
We investigated patterns of DNA polymorphism after domestica-
tion with and without selection. First, to examine the effect of
selection alone, a constant-size population (i.e., N � N0 � N1 � N2)
is modeled. Simulations are performed with a sample size of n �
20, N � 20,000, td � 2,000, and � � R � 200 where R � 4N�. The
simulated region is scaled such that the sequence ranges over the
interval (0,1), with the selected target site at position 0. The region
is divided into bins, and the average amount of polymorphism over
5,000 replications is calculated for each bin. The results are pre-
sented as �� relative to �. Let �̄� be the expected value of ��, which
is � in a constant-size population. Fig. 2A shows the effect of p when
2Ns � 5,000 and h � 0.5. Several values of p (0.5, 0.2, 0.1, 0.05, and
0.01) are investigated, and the results are compared with the
standard selective sweep model [p � 1�(2N)]. It is clear that p has
a large effect on levels of variation. Even when p is relatively small
(i.e., p � 0.01), the curve is quite different from that of a ‘‘normal’’
selective sweep starting with a newly arisen single advantageous
mutation: the reduction in variation is much less for p � 0.01. For
p � 0.05, �� near position 0 is much larger than zero. This is because
�� around the selection target site largely reflects the ancestral
polymorphism that the beneficial allele had when domestication
started. Theoretically, the result is understood as follows. Consider

Fig. 1. Illustration of the population model. At td, strong artificial selection becomes active on an allele at frequency p, which was neutral in the ancestral
population. The allele fixed quickly under strong artificial selection. A possible realization of the trajectory of the frequency of the beneficial allele is also
illustrated. The vertical axis represents the frequency of the beneficial allele.
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the coalescent process at the selection target site under the frame-
work of the coalescent (i.e., time is considered backward). Because
domestication occurred quite recently, it is very likely that the most
recent common ancestor (MRCA) of the sampled sequences is
older than td unless a very strong bottleneck or strong hitchhiking
[i.e., p � 1�(2N)] forces coalescence to the MRCA in the short
period between td and the present. Without such coalescent, at least
two lineages exist at td, and all of these lineages must belong to the
beneficial allele with frequency p. It is known that the expected
coalescent time for a pair of lineages within such an allele is 2N2p
(10), indicating that allele B should have quite a large amount of
intra-allelic variation at td unless p is very small.

The effect of selection intensity (2Ns) is presented in Fig. 2B,
in which 2Ns ranges from 5 � 102 to 1 � 104 and p � 0.01 and
0.1. As expected, as the selection intensity increases, the level of
polymorphism decreases. The effect of 2Ns is larger when p �
0.01 than when p � 0.1. This is because the reduction is primarily
determined by the total sojourn time of the selected allele (� �
ta � td). When p � 0.1, � is very short relative to ta � td so that
the relative effect of 2Ns on the sojourn time is small.

Next, the joint effects of selection and a population bottleneck
are investigated. Two bottleneck models are used (Table 1). For
both models, the ancestral population size is assumed to be
200,000, which is 10 times larger than the current population size
(N0 � 20,000). The time when domestication started is assumed
to be td � 7,500 generations ago because most domestication
occurred �5,000–10,000 years ago. The two models differ in the
severity of the bottleneck, but both models are set such that �̄�

� 0.8�2 where �2 � 4N2�. In model I, the reduction in population

size is large, but the length of time of the bottleneck is short,
whereas in model II the level of bottleneck is mild. Selection
intensity 2N1s � 500 is assumed with h � 0.5.

Under both models, simulations are performed with sample
size n � 20 and �2 � R2 � 200 where R2 � 4N2�. The level of
polymorphism measured by �� scaled by �2 are shown in Fig. 3.
The level of polymorphism is reduced by the bottleneck regard-
less of the effect of selection. In addition, selection further
reduces the level of variation. Notice that the qualitative effect
of p is almost identical in models I and II and a constant-size
population (Fig. 2) unless p is very small, further emphasizing the
important role of p in determining the level of polymorphism.
The effects of the other population parameters may be relatively
small, which is shown below.

Fig. 4A shows the effect of td in model I (other parameters are
as in Fig. 3A). Although the reduction in the level of polymor-
phism due to the bottleneck depends on td, the effect of selection
measured by ����̄� may be similar, in agreement with Fig. 3.
Similar results are shown in Fig. 4 B and C, in which the effects
of N0 and N2 are investigated (the mutation and recombination
parameters �2 and R2 are fixed so that �0 and R0 vary).

Although the expected distribution of the level of polymor-
phism is given by a simple increasing function from the site of
selection, the stochastic process in the history of the sampled
sequences is extremely variable. Fig. 5 shows simulated patterns
of the spatial distribution of �̂S, �̂�, and �̂H. A region with �2 �
R2 � 250 is simulated in model I, with the selection target site
at the center of the region. For p � 0.1 and 0.01, four patterns
of polymorphism are simulated, and a sliding window analysis is
carried out for �̂S, �̂�, and �̂H, in which the window size is 0.1 and
the step size 0.025. Under this bottleneck model, we expect �̄S �
0.64�2, �̄� � 0.8�2, and �̄H � 0.94�2, where bars represent the
expected values under neutrality. When p � 0.01, the amount of
variation around the selection target site is usually significantly
reduced from the expectation under neutrality (see Fig. 5 E, F,
and G). However, there are exceptions. An example is Fig. 5H,
in which a mild reduction in the level of �̂S and �̂� is seen over
the whole region, whereas �̂H is close to its neutral expectation.

Fig. 2. The expected level of polymorphism (��) in a constant-size popula-
tion, which is scaled by �. (A) The effect of p. (B) The effect of selection intensity
(2Ns).

Table 1. Parameters for two population models

Parameters Model I Model II

N0 20,000 20,000
N1 2,000 10,000
N2 200,000 200,000
T0 7,250 5,000
T1 250 2,500

Fig. 3. The expected level of polymorphism (��) after a domestication event,
which is scaled by �2. In both models I (A) and II (B), �̄� � 0.8�2, which is presented
by a horizontal line. The simulated region correspond to an 8-kb region if we
assume �2 � R2 � 0.025 per site, which may be within typical ranges for maize (3).
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Although rare, this result may occur when the most recent
common ancestor at the selected site is much older than td. For
example, the probability that the age of an allele with p � 0.01
exceeds N2 is 0.04 (27). This result indicates that, in some cases,
we cannot expect a strong reduction in �̂ even when p is small.
As p increases, the signature of selection becomes progressively
weaker. When p � 0.1, the level of polymorphism around the
selection target site is lower than in the surrounding regions, but
this reduction is weak. When p � 0.5, the distribution of variation
is similar to that under neutrality, and it becomes very hard to
distinguish them visually (data not shown).

Next, we investigate how likely it is to find a signature of selection
by using additional simulations. To measure the success in detecting
the signature of selection, we first consider an Hudson-Kreitman-
Aguadé (HKA)-type test (28). Here, r, the ratio of the amount of
polymorphism to divergence, is used as a summary statistic to
evaluate the reduction in the level of variation around the selection
site. Suppose that we have an outgroup sequence. The average
divergence between the outgroup and the cultivated species is
assumed to be �10 times larger than the average level of polymor-
phism (��) in the cultivated species. First, we simulated polymor-
phism and divergence with �2 � R2 � 125 to obtain the null
distribution of r. �̂S, �̂�, and �̂H were again used to measure the

amount of polymorphism. When divergence is simulated, the
stochastic forces are allowed to act in the ancestral population of the
two species (population size � N2 is assumed), but recombination
is ignored. This makes the test slightly conservative, but, because
divergence is high, the effect should be very small. From 10,000
replicates simulated under neutrality, the 5% critical values of r are
determined.

Then, coalescent simulations with selection were carried out
in models I and II, and the probability to detect selection is
obtained as the number of replicates with r less than the 5%
critical values. The results are summarized in Fig. 6A. The
number of replicates for each parameter set is 10,000. The two
models show almost identical results again, as expected from Fig.
3, so we show only results for model I here. The three measures
of � have similar powers to detect selection, although �̂H has a
little less, probably because �H has the largest variance. It seems
that �̂S has slightly more power than �̂�.

Fig. 6A clearly demonstrates that there is a strong negative
correlation between the probability of detecting selection and p.
When p � 0.01, selection can be detected with very high
probability (�90%), but this probability decreases dramatically
as p increases. When p � 0.5, there is almost no chance of
detecting selection (at least by this method); in this case, the
probability that neutrality is rejected is only a little higher than
the type I error (5%). This finding means that we cannot always
expect a clear signature of artificial selection unless p is very
small. Similar results are obtained when smaller chromosomal
regions are investigated (Fig. 6B; �2 � R2 � 31.25), except that
the probabilities of detecting selection are slightly larger for
smaller regions, especially when p is large.

The power of Tajima’s D (29) and Fay and Wu’s H (26) tests to
detect selection during domestication was also considered. For Fay
and Wu’s H, we used H � (�̂� � �̂H)�(�̂� � �̂H) as a summary
statistic, where the denominator is a scaling factor. Neutral simu-
lations (see above) determine the 2.5% critical values for D and H.
The critical values for the negative tails are denoted by D2.5% and
H2.5% and those for the positive tails by D97.5% and H97.5%. Fig. 6 C
and D shows the power of D and H for �2 � R2 � 125 and 31.25,
respectively. Although overall these tests are not as powerful as the
HKA test, D and H can also be used as summary statistics to detect
domestication genes. Interestingly, these two tests work toward both
tails as selection makes patterns of polymorphism variable, creating
wide distributions of D and H. For example, in some cases, most of
polymorphism in the entire region may have arisen after selection
swept out almost all variation, so that negative D and positive H are
observed. This result is likely when p is very small. However, if the
investigated region is large (see Fig. 6C), recombination might
create polymorphic sites with high derived allele frequencies (i.e.,
negative H). In cases where selection does not sweep out most
polymorphism, the proportion of polymorphism with intermediate
frequencies may be large so that positive D and negative H might
be observed. In this case, Fay and Wu’s H might have more power
than Tajima’s D. These two tests may therefore be informative when
the level of polymorphism is not significantly reduced.

Although all simulations assume � � R, the ratio of R to � is
a very important factor to determine the power of the tests. It is
known that the local recombination rate is quite variable in
comparison with mutation rate. It is obvious that, as the recom-
bination rate decreases, the power to detect selection increases,
as selection leaves its signature in a wide chromosomal region.

Discussion
We have modeled a recent domestication event to investigate its
effect on the pattern of DNA polymorphism. It is well known
that domesticated species have less genetic variation than their
wild progenitor species because of the joint effects of population
bottleneck and artificial selection during domestication. Our
model incorporates both evolutionary forces. The artificial se-

Fig. 4. The effects of td, N0, and N2 on the expected level of polymorphism
(��) after a domestication event. The simulated region corresponds to an 8-kb
region if we assume �2 � R2 � 0.025 per site. (A) The effect of td. The five
horizontal lines represent �̄� for td � 2,500, 5,000, 7,500, 10,000, and 20,000
from top to bottom. (B) The effect of N0. The five horizontal lines represent �̄�

for N0 � 104, 2 � 104, 5 � 104, 105, and 2 � 105 from bottom to top. (C) The
effect of N2. The five horizontal lines represent �̄� for N2 � 5 � 104, 105, 2 � 105,
5 � 105, and 106 from top to bottom.
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lection considered here is different from ‘‘regular’’ adaptive
selection. That is, artificial selection in a domestication event
works on an allele that may have been a neutral variant before
domestication. Therefore, such selection does not necessarily
reduce neutral variation in the region surrounding the selected
site. As a consequence, artificial selection is not as easy to detect
as a recent selective sweep due to natural selection, which creates
a clear reduction in the level of polymorphism (15, 30, 31). For
selection during domestication, the initial frequencies of alleles
that ancient breeders favored have greatly affected the likeli-
hood that evidence for selection can be detected from patterns
of polymorphism. We may capture signatures of artificial selec-
tion acting on alleles starting with p � 0.2 with a reasonably high
probability, but the chance of detecting selection is very low
when p � 0.5. When p is small, selection is likely to be detected
by the HKA test, but, when polymorphism is not significantly
reduced, it may be more informative to look at the allele
frequency spectrum (e.g., Tajima’s D and Fay and Wu’s H tests).
Tajima’s D and Fay and Wu’s H tests are also useful when there
is little polymorphism data for neutral genes, which are required
for the HKA test as controls. However, knowledge of the
population demographic history is required to determine the
critical values for Tajima’s D and Fay and Wu’s H. The HKA test,
on the other hand, may be quite robust to demography.

It should be noted that the tests considered here may not be
the best method to detect selection during domestication. One
alternative may be to compare polymorphism in domesticated
species with that of its wild progenitor (32, 33). This strategy
should be very powerful, especially when a domesticated species
and its wild progenitor share polymorphism. In such a case,
however, there are statistical and theoretical challenges involved
in testing the difference in the amount or pattern of polymor-
phism between the two species (34, 35) because of the compli-
cated population history of domesticated species.

One important implication of our results is that we may not be
able to detect many genes involved in domestication. The
number of genes we can detect depends on the distribution of p
when domestication began. The neutral allele frequency distri-
bution is given by the famous formula of Wright (36), but this
formula may not be appropriate for the distribution of p. Any
model of the distribution of p should take the following factors
into account. (i) We should consider the likelihood that our
ancient breeders saw beneficial variants in natural populations.
Beneficial mutants with very low p might be likely to be
overlooked. (ii) It is likely that mutants favored by breeders were
slightly deleterious in natural populations (37). The frequency of
such a mutant might not have been so low that it contained a
relatively large amount of intra-allelic variation at td (17). Alleles
that are strongly selected against before domestication can likely
be ignored because they are maintained in very low frequencies.
If an ancient breeder did happen to find such an mutant,
however, it would leave a significant signature of selection.

It should be noted that, although our model considers a single
selection event, multiple selection events must have been going
on in many regions of a genome during domestication. Unless the
recombination rates between selection targets are extremely
small, causing the interference among selected alleles (38), our
model can still be applied.

Our theoretical results are compared with the observation in
maize, for which the most polymorphism data are available at
present. Wang et al. (32) first reported that the level of poly-
morphism is significantly reduced in the 5	 upstream region of
the teosinte branched1 gene (tb1), and, recently, Clark et al. (39)
demonstrated that the region of reduced polymorphism extends
�60 kb. However, this seems to be an extreme case. Evidence for
selection in other candidate domestication genes is not as clear.
For example, Whitt et al. (40) show that levels of variation at six
genes in the maize starch pathway are about half of the average

Fig. 5. Patterns of polymorphism after a domestication event. (A–H) Each panel shows the result from an independent simulation run. Three horizontal lines
represent �̄H, �̄�, and �̄S from top to bottom. The simulated region corresponds to a 10-kb region if we assume �2 � R2 � 0.025 per site.
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of the 11 random genes that are chosen because they are likely
neutral. Other examples include C1 (41) and a few genes on
chromosome 1 (4). These observations are compatible with our
model of domestication with intermediate p. However, there are
not enough data to evaluate the general likelihood of finding
signatures of selection in the maize genome. If it turns out that
strong signals of selection, such as that found at tb1, are found
at many genes, it may suggest that ancient breeders had a great
skill in detecting very rare beneficial variants.

Although this article focuses on domestication events, the
model developed here can be generalized to selective sweeps
from standing genetic variation. This type of selection may also
occur in natural populations. After a drastic environmental
change, some neutral polymorphisms may become advanta-

geous. It is easy to imagine that the human population has
experienced such changes quite recently so that there might be
genes in the human genome that show polymorphism patterns
similar to those of domestication genes.

Note. We would like to note that a similar selection model is being
independently studied by M. Przeworski and J. Wall (personal commu-
nication).
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